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Designs of  Designs of  CCTCCT’’ss

BETWEEN PATIENT DESIGNSBETWEEN PATIENT DESIGNS
Parallel group designParallel group design

Stratified designStratified design
Factorial designsFactorial designs

WITHIN PATIENT DESIGNSWITHIN PATIENT DESIGNS
Latin Square designLatin Square design

Semi cross- over designSemi cross- over design
GreacoGreaco Latin square design Latin square design
  Multi-cross-over design  Multi-cross-over design



BetweenBetween  patientpatient designs designs
 AdvantageAdvantage
 Accepted by the authorities all over the worldAccepted by the authorities all over the world
 Will always give informationWill always give information

 DisadvantageDisadvantage
 Need a lot of patientsNeed a lot of patients
 Might result in two or more groups which is not initially comparableMight result in two or more groups which is not initially comparable
 Predefined and standardized interventions and investigationsPredefined and standardized interventions and investigations



Cross-over designCross-over design



GreacoGreaco Latin Square Design Latin Square Design

A-B-CA-B-C
B-C-AB-C-A
C-A-BC-A-B

A-B-C       A-C-BA-B-C       A-C-B
B-C-A      C-B-AB-C-A      C-B-A
C-A-B       B-A-CC-A-B       B-A-C



MultiMulti cross over design cross over design



Combined MCO and Parallel groupCombined MCO and Parallel group
designdesign



Within Patient DesignWithin Patient Design

 AdvantageAdvantage

Reduces the needed number of patientsReduces the needed number of patients
Able to discover small differences between interventionsAble to discover small differences between interventions

 DisadvantageDisadvantage
The patient needs to be in the same condition at the start of every periodThe patient needs to be in the same condition at the start of every period
The number of patients in each group has to be absolutely the same.The number of patients in each group has to be absolutely the same.
The duration of the study might be too longThe duration of the study might be too long
A wash-out period between each intervention sequence is neededA wash-out period between each intervention sequence is needed
Predefined and standardized interventions and investigationsPredefined and standardized interventions and investigations



Designs Designs ofof    CCTCCT’’ss

Adaptive designsAdaptive designs
Play-the-Winner design (PTW)Play-the-Winner design (PTW)

Modified Play-the Winner design (MPTW)Modified Play-the Winner design (MPTW)
Randomized Play-the-Winner design (RPTW)Randomized Play-the-Winner design (RPTW)

Weighted Play-the-Winner design (WPTW)Weighted Play-the-Winner design (WPTW)

Sequential designsSequential designs
Triangular finite and infiniteTriangular finite and infinite
Trapezium finite and infiniteTrapezium finite and infinite

Response surface designsResponse surface designs
Binomial plain designBinomial plain design

Iteration design (within patients)Iteration design (within patients)
Pathway design (between patients)Pathway design (between patients)



Play-the winner DesignPlay-the winner Design



Expression of the results from PTWExpression of the results from PTW



Adaptive DesignAdaptive Design

 AdvantageAdvantage
 To be performed during the daily routine.To be performed during the daily routine.
 A controlling design, recording what happens in a real situationA controlling design, recording what happens in a real situation
 The obtained study population will be close to the reference populationThe obtained study population will be close to the reference population
 It is a family of design between Epidemiology and CCTIt is a family of design between Epidemiology and CCT

 DisadvantageDisadvantage
 Needs a large sample sizeNeeds a large sample size
 Not commonly accepted as a randomised controlled designNot commonly accepted as a randomised controlled design



Triangular finite SequentialTriangular finite Sequential
DesignDesign



Example of sequential designExample of sequential design



SequentialSequential Designs Designs

 AdvantageAdvantage
 Reduces the needed number of patientsReduces the needed number of patients
 Discover during the trial if something unexpected or a dangerousDiscover during the trial if something unexpected or a dangerous

situation occurssituation occurs
 Stops the trial when the aim can be answeredStops the trial when the aim can be answered
 Can be combined with all kind of designsCan be combined with all kind of designs

 DisadvantageDisadvantage
 Have to be statistically monitored during the studyHave to be statistically monitored during the study
 Need special data softwareNeed special data software
 Need more than a basic knowledge of statisticsNeed more than a basic knowledge of statistics



Response surface designResponse surface design

 AdvantageAdvantage
 Can be used together with different other designsCan be used together with different other designs
 Increase the information by a given number of laboratory animalsIncrease the information by a given number of laboratory animals
 Reduce the number of laboratory animals without loss ofReduce the number of laboratory animals without loss of

informationinformation
 The intervention is not prefixed but dependent on the resultsThe intervention is not prefixed but dependent on the results

obtained at the last investigationobtained at the last investigation
 Makes the time for interventions and investigation stochasticMakes the time for interventions and investigation stochastic



Selection of dosesSelection of doses
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Response surface designResponse surface design

 Aim: Dose finding studiesAim: Dose finding studies
––   and Controlled clinical studies  and Controlled clinical studies

 Background situationBackground situation
–– With some prior knowledgeWith some prior knowledge
–– Without or limited knowledgeWithout or limited knowledge



Response surface design withResponse surface design with
iterationiteration

 In order to get similar power to that obtained by 16In order to get similar power to that obtained by 16
animals in this design, 198 animals have to beanimals in this design, 198 animals have to be
included in a traditional design.included in a traditional design.



A general four level ResponseA general four level Response
Surface Pathway DesignSurface Pathway Design
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The response Pathway of The response Pathway of YessotoxinYessotoxin
expressed with dose levels and proportionexpressed with dose levels and proportion

of dead miceof dead mice



The proportion of dead mice with 95% confidence intervals atThe proportion of dead mice with 95% confidence intervals at
different dose levels in the two comparative designs.different dose levels in the two comparative designs.
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The response Pathway of DTX-2 with semi optimal (red)The response Pathway of DTX-2 with semi optimal (red)
and optimal (blue) design expressed with doses andand optimal (blue) design expressed with doses and
proportion of dead miceproportion of dead mice



The proportion of dead mice with 95% confidence intervals atThe proportion of dead mice with 95% confidence intervals at
different dose levels in the semi optimal and the optimaldifferent dose levels in the semi optimal and the optimal
response surface pathway designs.response surface pathway designs.
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The five level response surface Pathway of DTX-2 withThe five level response surface Pathway of DTX-2 with
optimal design expressed with doses and proportion ofoptimal design expressed with doses and proportion of

dead micedead mice
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Comparison of resultsComparison of results



Basic change in dose levelsBasic change in dose levels
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From Fixed to Stochastic observation time or dose levelsFrom Fixed to Stochastic observation time or dose levels
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Comparison of fixed and stochastic dose stepsComparison of fixed and stochastic dose steps
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ConclusionsConclusions
The use of Response Surface Pathway designThe use of Response Surface Pathway design

in CCT and Laboratory Animal Researchin CCT and Laboratory Animal Research
will:will:

1.1. Increase the information from a givenIncrease the information from a given
number of animalsnumber of animals

2.2. Reduce the number of animals without lossReduce the number of animals without loss
of information to 1/3of information to 1/3

3.3. In order to optimize the design, the numberIn order to optimize the design, the number
of  animals has to be reduced to a minimumof  animals has to be reduced to a minimum
at the first design levelat the first design level


